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Discussion – Social capital in relation to the NGO approach
The previous chapter has shown the ways social capital influences the NGO in its work.
Social capital can be seen to generate efficiency and impact work through building social
connections and networks. In turn, this supports the scalability of the work undertaken.
However, the relevance of social capital as a concept is often challenged, raising doubts
as to how it supports the NGO’s approach. A particular way to evaluate social capital is
through the lens of current development thinking, especially the “Doing Development
Differently” (DDD) agenda. The DDD is an approach to development work that
recognises the complexity of the local context, highlighting “politically smart, locally led
development” (Booth and Unsworth, 2014., Andrews et al, 2013). However, the
application of the approach has not been widely successful. Utilising the concept of
social capital, that embraces ideas of connectivity and strengthening local capacity, into
the DDD approach may emphasise new interactions and further the agenda. The NGO’s
working approach in this analysis embodies multiple aspects of the DDD agenda, and
thus becomes a pertinent frame for discussion of the analysis.
Firstly, the analysis shows that the NGO’s approach is result-orientated, focusing on
small, achievable targets, rather than a traditional centralised approach to budgeting,
planning and execution. Its work also gives opportunity to experiment, learn, and adapt.
Further, the NGO integrates aspects of “positive-deviance”, “a growing approach in
international development that identifies those within a population who are
outperforming” (Albanna et al, 2019), and is able to learn and incorporate these small
successes on a wider scale. In this way, the NGO is able to improve its efficiency. The
open approach taken by the NGO allows grassroots work to utilise local potential
through opportunities from local collaborations and actors. Social capital can arguably
be influential to the DDD agenda, which emphasises and seeks the potential that exists
within the social context. Social capital, in particular the building of rapport and trust,
enables access to social networks that in return offers opportunity for partnership, and
encourages local leadership. As seen from the study, this in turn enables the mobilising
of other forms of capital to reach the NGO objectives. It also provides multiple benefits
in overcoming local problems that can arise on the ground. Importantly, social capital
aids scalability through two differing routes. First, whereby grassroots networking
leads to opportunities, which in turn leads to more connections and diversification of
activities in a defined area. Secondly, through a process of establishing social
connections and networks enabling geographic expansion and diversification of work.
The building of social capital has been strengthened by the flexible and adaptable
approach taken by the NGO, an approach which is closely aligned to the DDD agenda,
and has ultimately allowed for scalable opportunities.
The NGO also focuses on a pragmatic approach, as it looks to associate with and benefit
from different stakeholders, including the public and private sector and local grassroot
organisations. Further, a clear non-adversarial stance is taken, as it is critical to
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achieving NGO objectives that work is politically neutral and seen by the government as
in line with its own agenda and willing to collaborate. One area that it has been key, has
been to overcome local challenges, where the engagement of different stakeholders has
been key. Arguably, the results-driven stance taken by the NGO also drives work that is
politically-smart. Here, social capital has played an important role in aiding the NGO’s
approach to being “politically-smart”. For example, working with the private sector is a
pragmatic step looking to utilise of the growth in corporate social responsibility,
enabling reach for projects as well as outreach. As the divisions between environmental
actors are becoming more blurred and complex, social capital can arguably be
advantageous, supporting new forms of collaboration and partnership. Achieving the
outcomes through this method depends on the engagement of stakeholders; such as
civil society organisations, public and private institutions, and the country’s citizens.
Arguably, it is social capital that can be instrumental in bringing actors together,
directing resources towards achieving the desired environmental outcomes. This study
has shown how the NGO understands the importance of harnessing the potential from
an active civil society and fast growing environmental interests from more financially
influential actors. Mobilising this potential for the NGO calls for strong outreach and the
establishment of influential social connections and networks.
While social capital has been discussed as a largely positive concept when viewed in
relation to the wider NGO approach, one of the large criticisms of social capital that
should be discussed comes from the relatively limited success in achieving evidenced
outcomes in the wider development sphere. While it once was hailed as a new era in
development thinking which was characterised by the recognition of the “social”
element, it has been heavily criticised as becoming just a new “language for talking
about participation, civil society and local organizations” (Bebbington, 2004) put
forward by the World Bank (Defilippis, 2001; O’Donovan, 2017). It is argued that in
reality, social capital has not changed the way development has been undertaken in
practice, and instead acts as a “barrier to social inclusion and social mobility, dividing
rather than uniting communities or societies” (Claridge, 2004). Considering this, by
integrating social capital into the DDD approach, an alternative way to conceptualise
social capital can be presented, that goes beyond the traditional “capital” concept.
Situated within a working approach that emphasises aspects of the DDD including
thinking collaboratively, locally, and politically-smart, social capital becomes more than
useful connections, it becomes an enabling factor for an encompassing development
approach that can impact and strengthen NGO strategies.
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